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Abstract: The creative application of emerging biotechnologies in design
has begun to influence how we perceive our material world, boldly
suggesting a conceivable balance between the industrialised world and
ecological conversation. Embedding humanities practitioners in areas of
scientific research, and vice versa, could be key to realising aspects of this
utopian ideal. Faber Futures is an on-going collaborative research project

that asks if designing with living systems offers a better material paradigm
for the design landscape. The project aims to combine design thinking and
science knowledge to establish the bacteria as component materials that
offer sustainable alternatives to polluting industrial processes.
Key research explorations into ways of making have inspired the
development of a protocol that captures pigment secreted by bacteria
to dye textiles. By harnessing bacteria that naturally produce we have
established a reliable manufacturing method that permanently transfers
a colourfast biopigment without hazardous runoff. Mastering the
fundamentals of laboratory protocol has been a vital enabling factor for
the designer to draw real-life working prototypes. When merged with
the design hand, the creation of these artefacts suggest that scaling
production for a hypothetical consumer market can be a factor of designcentred interventions as well as the application of synthetic biology.
Keywords: Biodesign; Biofacture; Bacteria; Craft; Textiles.
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Introduction
Biodesign is an emerging design discipline that utilises the efficacy of
biological systems as an impetus for the creation of materials, products
and the built environment. Driven by the urgency of the ecological
crisis humanity currently faces, a growing cohort of designers, scientists
and technologists are establishing their research and practice with a
commitment to develop resilient material outcomes. It must be said that
the idea of capitalising on the inherent qualities and behaviours of living
systems is not new. Grounded in evolutionary science, it is long understood
that models in nature can serve to offer optimal engineering, chemical and
even organisational solutions to address human needs. An example of this
direct simulation of natural systems, or Biomimicry, Velcro was invented in
1948 after George de Mestral examined burdock burrs caught in his dog’s
fur under a microscope (Velcro.co.uk, 2014). Mestral’s ingenuity was to
apply the structural formation he observed into a material engineering
context, thus creating a high performance nylon copy that could be used
to secure materials to each other. Today we find ourselves further along on
this collaborative spectrum with nature for resources, as advancements in
genetic engineering and synthetic biology now enable the ‘biofacture’ of
entirely new species of organisms that can be programmed to carry out
specific functions, or create predetermined by-products.
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Though common in bioengineering terminology, ‘biofacture’ or
‘biofabrication’ is gaining currency in design vocabulary as more
practitioners derive their craft from the manufacturing and assembly of
natural metabolic processes. For the designer, to biofacture is to “[…] work
with biomimicry principles, imitating processes or behaviours found in
the natural world, but working with man-made and digital technologies”
(Collet, 2012). Akin to a farmer, the designer might also collaborate with
“[…] bees, fungi, bacteria, algae or plants and develop new techniques to
grow and craft consumer goods” (Ibid). In the near future engineered
living organisms will become materials and components that the designer
will create in collaborative work practices with synthetic biologists, and
perhaps then, the convergence of synthetic biology with “[…] chemistry,
robotics and nanotechnology to create new hybrid organisms” (Ibid).
Therefore to be a biodesigner is to occupy a wide threshold between
established notions of biomimicry and the convergence of nano, bio, and
information technologies.
We live in the age of technological ecosystems that have the ability to
incubate new market innovations, thus putting biodesign into practice
through biofacture and vice versa. Ginger Kreig Dosier is CEO and
co-founder of BioMASON, a startup who have developed “[…] a
technology that uses microorganisms to ‘grow’ bricks, as a market-viable,
green alternative to traditional masonry” (Biomason.com, 2015). As a
biodesigner, technologist and architect, she holds the compelling view

Biofacture as a concept, and then as a tool for automation, presents a
profound shift in boundaries between disciplines, therefore giving way
to a wholly anti-disciplinary approach to design research. As designers,
the tools and communities at our disposal render us with a wide but
highly specialised skillset and knowledge-base that enable prototypes
to be realised beyond the scale of a laboratory. For the designer, this
blurring of boundaries is key to discovering design strategies that could
function on two levels: it encourages a more inclusive dialogue on the
parameters of our future bioeconomy, whilst proposing a redress on the
balance of human impact on our ecosystem. The present paper seeks to
examine how a design-centred approach to molecular biology results in an

inventive process for the printing and dyeing of natural textile fibers. More
broadly, how is biofacture compatible with current demands of industrial
and consumer products landscapes, and to what degree can it offer an
alternative process to create goods that also have a low environmental
impact?

Research Imperative
“Millions of tons of unused fabric at mills go to waste each year when
dyed the wrong colour. The Chinese textile industry, which produces
about half the clothing Americans buy, creates about 3 billion tons of
soot each year. A single mill can use 200 tons of water for each ton
of fabric it dyes. And rivers run red--or chartreuse, or teal, depending
on what colour is in fashion that season--with untreated toxic
dyes washing off from mills.” (Green Choice Apparel Supply Chain
Investigation- Draft Report, 2012)
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that this new material’s mode of emergence might allow architects to
manufacture previously impossible forms (Dosier, 2014). That alone
would result in new markets to arise within this particular technological
ecosystem. As high yields and performance characteristics determine the
viability of such an endeavour, what tools might the designer be equipped
with to possess a level of technical autonomy to refine their operation?
Researchers at Autodesk’s Bio/Nano/ Programmable Matter Group are
already establishing software-based protocols for emergent design spaces
that utilise programmable matter such as synthetic biology (Olguin, 2014).
The premise of this design-centred interface or digital workspace, strongly
signals the democratisation of tools for the scaling-up of these inventive
processes through a potentially open-source digitised biology.

The negative impact that the textile industry can be attributed to the
environmental impact of cotton farming and the creation of synthetic
fibers, as well as out-dated manufacturing methods used to dye and finish
fabric. In China, runoff from the dye and finishing industry accounts for
80% of the total wastewater generated by the entire textile industry
(Green Choice Apparel Supply Chain Investigation- Draft Report, 2012).
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Motivated by this, we asked ourselves if it might be possible to find a
viable alternative to natural and synthetic dyes, and establish a closedloop manufacturing system for textile dying and printing. The natural dye
industry already uses plant-based materials, however, they occupy land
that will become increasingly valuable to farm food driven by significant
cumulative population growth and climate change (Meadows et al.,
2005). Moreover, only a small number of natural dyes rival their synthetic
counterparts, which does little to alleviate the demand in synthetic dyes.
As bacteria are known to secrete pigments, do not require land that
could otherwise be farmed for food, and are programmable by nature,
we have focused our research on the development of a protocol that
captures these pigment secreted to naturally dye textile fibres. Through
the research project Faber Futures, a reliable biofacturing method that
permanently transfers a colourfast dye is now established, and crucially,
it is a system of textile finishing that uses no chemicals, generates no
hazardous runoff and uses very little water.

Faber Futures
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Faber Futures is a research project that explores whether living systems
can be re-appropriated to produce material alternatives as well as novel
fabrication processes that counter our current modes of petrochemicalbased industrial endeavours. The designer and the scientist work
closely together with naturally occurring living organisms to build a
critical understanding around the implied possibilities, and therefore

consequences, of programmable biology in design. Furthermore, it
attempts to assert a new craft discipline through the convergence of
design practice and synthetic biology. The project has so far provided the
basis to explore various hypotheses using creative design thinking and
hands-on making as a mechanism that drives the application of science,
whilst simultaneously articulating the theoretical framework of the
research area’s emerging languages and codes of design.
The Print Room, The Rhizosphere Pigment Lab and Fold are experiments (1,
2 and 3) that exist as both conceptual narratives of Faber Futures, as well
as proven techniques that mark significant milestones of the research
in finding alternative modes of textile finishing: screen printing with a
biopigment; ‘hunting’ for colour-producing bacteria in plant-specific soil
samples; and scaling-up production by dyeing larger textile artefacts in
vitro. The latter is achieved by manipulating textiles through folding and
creasing, and thus infers deliberate pattern placement for the first time in
this body of work. This iteration underscores the hypothesis that co-design
with living technology is beginning to subvert design and making processes.
The present paper will lend focus to two key artefacts emanating from
The Rhizosphere Pigment Lab (experiment 2) as the installation explores
fundamental hallmarks of traditional manufacturing systems: the sourcing
of raw materials and the feasibility of scaling-up. Of particular interest is
to consider these themes of standardisation in the context of biofacture,

Figure 1. The Rizosphere Pigment Lab in exhibition at Grow Your Own, Science
Gallery, Dublin, 2012-2013. Credit: Natsai Audrey Chieza

and how they render conceptual ideas of authorship i.e. what it is to be a
designer or a maker in the future when wetware becomes a collaborative
material standard.

Research Process
The Rhizopshere Pigment Lab
Commissioned for Science Gallery’s Grow Your Own exhibition in Dublin
(2013), The Rhizopshere Pigment Lab was conceived as an interactive
installation that communicates a vision of what it is to work with bacteria as
a medium for finishing textiles. It illustrates four key processes embedded
in a protocol that we devised and continue to refine:

2. A petri dish stand whose configuration can be customised to examine a variety of constructs derived from the ‘colour hunting’ phase,
enables inoculated media to be inspected over a light-box to identify
and isolate individual colonies that exhibit inherent pigment-producing properties.
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1. The premise of this enquiry is that bacteria belonging to the Streptomyces genus- found commonly in soil- can be induced to produce
pigments when grown in laboratory conditions. The soil surrounding
a plant’s root system (rhizosphere) hosts millions of microorganisms,
many of which are plant-specific (often arising through symbiosis).
Inspired by the micro-ecologies of the rhizosphere, we consider the
commercial factors of sourcing raw materials in the context of biologically aided design. This artefact illustrates the idea of ‘colour hunting’
by botanical species, represented by a plant-stand holding plant specimen whose soil has been screened for pigment-producing microbes.
Here the audience is introduced to the botanical provenance of the
‘found’ bacteria.

3. Viable bacterial isolates are inoculated on to solid media and directly on to silk fibres. Over a period of 7-14 days in the gallery setting,
silk scarves are dyed in vitro with in vivo generated biopigments.
4. The scarves - created over the duration of the exhibition - are dis-
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played in batches corresponding to the time period in which they were
produced. Embedded in the surface patina of each batch or collection
of scarves is a visual record of the process used to inoculate the fabric
with a viable isolate. Additionally, the final scarf is unique by design
as its final patina is responsive to its environmental temperature, air
circulation, and other bacteria that influence the rate and quality of
pigment-secretion.

Artefact 1: ‘Colour Hunting’: Petri dish stand
Method
To obtain pigment-secreting bacteria from the roots and surrounding
soil, the soil between the roots of sage, basil, rosemary and mint was
sampled from outdoor grown plants. 1g of soil from each plant was
removed using a sterile spatula, and the soil particles suspended in 10
ml sterile water. This suspension was thoroughly mixed using a vortex
mixer, with one in ten dilutions of suspension made into sterile 10ml
quantities of water. A 100-microlitre amount of each of the dilutions
was plated onto sterile R5 agar (Keiser et al, 2000) in 9 cm petri
dishes, with the fungicides nystatin and cycloheximide added at 20
micrograms/ml to the final concentration in molten agar.
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The spread plates were incubated at 30°C for several days and growth
observed. Bacterial colonies showing diffusible pigments and cell
bound pigmentation were picked from the primary isolation plates
using a flame sterilised wire loop and re-plated onto a fresh R5 agar

Figure 2. Artefact 1: ‘Colour Hunting’. The Rizosphere Pigment Lab in
exhibition at Grow Your Own, Science Gallery, Dublin, 2012-2013.
Credit: Natsai Audrey Chieza

plate. These pigmented isolates were grown until sufficient material was present to remove for long term storage in 20% glycerol at
-80°C, and for placing onto additional agar plates and liquid cultures
in R5.

Discussion

Fungi are common in the soil and tend to outcompete the pigmented
bacteria in this kind of ‘hands-on’ screening, so a fungicide is included
in the nutrient substrate to discourage the fungi’s competitive ability to
speedily traverse whole sample surface areas. This gives slow-growing
microbes the opportunity to reveal themselves, and potentially offers a
broader spectrum of pigment to be discovered.
As well as elaborating on a wide range of soil suspension dilutions, the
refinement of nutrient constituents can also encourage slow growing
organisms to manifest. Removing the presence of glucose altogether can
inhibit the incubation of microbes known to produce saccharine formations
that suffocate competing organisms on the petri dish. These highly
instructive interventions have direct influence on the pigment density and
colouration, and can be adjusted to influence outcomes.

Artefact 2: In vitro dyed scarf
Pigment Characteristics
Streptomyces bacteria and many others in the class of Actinobacteria
produce complex metabolites that have antibiotic activity and can be
pigmented. A well-studied bacterium from this group of organisms
is Streptomyces coelicolor A3(2) and this secretes the compound
actinorhodin, Figure 1 (Bystrykh, et al, 1996) that is a deep blue colour
hence the name coelicolor (sky blue). Actinorhodin is a complex
metabolite and a member of the group of compounds called polyketides.
Many polyketides have valuable biological activities such as antimicrobial,
antinematode, anticancer and immunosuppressive. The biosynthetic
pathway for the synthesis of actinorhodin has been elucidated (Fernández-
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Although simple to implement, the process we use to isolate viable
bacteria from the soil involves precision; the dilution of the suspension
determines which species of bacteria can thrive on a given agar plate. A
wide test range therefore enables the designer to visually map variables
that can be revisited for further inquiry.

This process of ‘colour-hunting’ gives the designer agency through which
to debate perpetual philosophies pertaining to provenance, how raw
materials are sourced, and ultimately their masterful transformation into
consumer products. For thousands of years we have used plant-matter
to colour our environment. This ‘colour hunting’ process suggests that a
high yielding system existing in the rhizosphere holds much potential in
developing complimentary strategies for resource production; natural dyes
could be derived from a permaculture whereby plant-food from above the
soil host pigment-secreting organisms beneath the ground.

Moreno MA et al 1992) and many other soil Actinomycetes have this
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Figure 3. 100-microlitre of a one in ten soil suspension dilution is spread
and when incubated at 30°C for several days reveals a host of pigmented
specimen. Credit: Natsai Audrey Chieza.
zones of blue pigment around the growth of S. coelicolor on agar plates.
It readily dissolves in aqueous buffers and in the growth media of liquid
grown S. coelicolor. In this way actinorhodin containing growth media can
be applied to fabrics and the dye binds tightly to protein-based fabrics e.g.
silk.

Discussion
The current protocol we use to dye fabric with Streptomyces coelicolor
A3(2) originated as a response to an earlier false assumption that pigment
could be simply harvested from bacteria in liquid form and incorporated
into existing mechanisms for colour transfer, including traditional screenprinting. Although possible, the finish was temporary and still relied on
mordents, which failed to reconcile with our aim to make this a sustainable
production method. We conceded that as tools and materials evolve, so
too should a design and making process be responsive to the inherent
qualities and behaviours of its components.
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biosynthetic pathway. Actinorhodin has mild antibiotic activities in
vitro and it is thought that in the soil many antimicrobial and antifungal
compounds might be secreted to allow competition of one microbe by
another. Actinorhodin is water-soluble and can be secreted to form large

We began to explore the viability of S. coelicolor as a source of dyes but
found that when grown in liquid media, it’s concentration proved low.
However, when grown on solid media and on the chosen substrate- in this
case silk textiles- the deployment of its pigmented metabolites was direct,
immediate and held permanence without the use of mordents. Finished
articles of silk dyed in this way are both hand and machine washable with
no visible impact on the stability of the pigment that has penetrated the

Figure 4. Artefact 2: In vivo dyeing. The Rhizosphere Pigment Lab in exhibition
at Grow Your Own, Science Gallery, Dublin, 2012-2013.
Credit: Natsai Audrey Chieza.
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Figure 5. The structure of actinorhodin secreted by Streptomyces coelicolor
A3(2). From “Actinorhodin” by Pdcook at en.wikipedia - Own work. Licensed
under Public Domain via Wikimedia Commons: http://commons.wikimedia.
org/wiki/ File:Actinorhodin.svg#mediaviewer/File:Actinorhodin.svg

Figure 6. Streptomyces coelicolor A3(2). Credit: Natsai Audrey Chieza.
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(the bacteria secrete pigment when they begin to sporulate). However,
further research is required to characterise this phenomenon and to
enhance the pigment formation.

Enhancing Protocol: Designing with life
Figure 7(a), (b). The Print Room (experiment 1), 2012. Silk screen print made
by pigment extracted from S. coelicolor A3(2). Credit: Natsai Audrey Chieza.

fibres. The magnesium chloride constituent in the nutrient media may
facilitate pigment fixation on to the silk fibre, but more intriguing is that
the interaction between the molecular structures of the fibre with bacterial
metabolic processes, may well be responsible for the colourfastness.
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The method of in vitro dyeing was initially tested on small strips of pure silk
and cotton textiles that could be placed with ease (to maintain sterility)
into a petri dish, thus making the sample sizes no larger than 80mm in
diameter. Silk fibres proved highly absorbent of the pigment, emphasised
by the fibre’s natural lustre, and so it became our material constant. Our
next challenge has been to scale-up both the substrate and vessel size in
order to study how the bacteria respond to a wider surface area and how
this affects the rate of pigment secretion. Already, certain behaviours have
emerged related to scaling-up, such as the rate of bacterial sporulation

Synthetic biology may be crucial to embed key component features into
bacteria for pigment manufacture, such as pigment stability, and the
bacteria’s ability to successfully dye synthetic fibres. The advances in
DNA sequencing and molecular genetics have revealed many hundreds of
biosynthetic pathways for polyketides and other pigmented metabolites in

Figure 8 (a),(b),(c). In vivo dyed silk organza swatches.
Credit: Natsai Audrey Chieza.

A premise less emphasised in current discourse, is how early integration of
design strategies into the scientific protocol could also serve to facilitate
scaling-up production. This paradigm has been outlined through hands-on
feasibility studies in Fold (experiment 3):
To increase the production surface area of the second artefact, it
became apparent that we could fold or ‘scrunch’ larger textile samples

(in this case 60mm x 60mm silk scarves) into objects small enough
to fit into the circumscribed area of a 200mm diameter petri dish.
Prompted by this rationale, the designer selects the appropriate grade
of silk to fold and press with a textile heat-press. Led by aesthetic
relations of symmetry, they consider accurate dimensions and the
potential for applying mathematical principals to package, with each
heat-pressed object, an optimal surface area for dyeing in vitro.
The implications of this pragmatic solution proves significant as the
resulting textile print is unlikely to be achieved using traditional screen
printing (or indeed digital printing), thus inferring a new expression and
design direction which is in direct correlation with the process utilised
for its creation. Akin to traditional shibori dye techniques, the aesthetic
consequences are both unique and infinite; they can also be learned
and repeated the same way origami is understood to follow patterns
of a mathematical algorithm. Using this method the designer and the
bacteria begin to truly collaborate, both as image-makers. One coaxes
and the other responds, performs and, at times, mutates. This suggests a
thrilling concept of shared authorship that transcends the dichotomy of
scientist and designer, for at times, in spite of being diligently nurtured,
an autonomous microbial collective can exhibit alchemical attitudes of
disappearance and indifference.
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bacteria. When the entire biosynthetic pathways of complex pigmented
metabolites are known, we can use the concepts of synthetic biology
to enhance the production of these biological pigments, make hybrid
combinations of genes for different colours and properties and move the
pigment biosynthesis genes into new chassis (host organisms). In this
way the future holds the possibility of making tailored pigments that have
the desired colour, longevity and stability. We can also tailor the pigment
molecules so that they might bind to different fabrics. By moving gene
clusters for biological pigments and colours into new organisms and chassis
we could build a biological way of both making a fabric and dying it at the
same time. Biological based systems are more benign to the environment
that the chemical ways of synthesising pigments and then dying fabric with
them. The future use of synthetic biology based colours and dying fabrics
could not only lower the environmental impact of the fashion and textile
industry but could also allow novel products with new and exciting colours
and properties to be manufactured.
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Research Outcomes
This research follows the hypothesis that microorganisms could play a
significant role in the quest for new materials that offer manufacturing
systems that are less polluting and invasive over depleting resources.
We have found that collaboration in design and science can be key to
determining the parameters for such a material future. The synthetic
biologist establishes the optimal environment for the bacteria to
grow and can calculate its inherent behaviours as well as those that
possess programmable potential, whilst the designer identifies areas of
appropriation, and in doing so highlights the complexities of industryspecific issues which emerge when the consumer enters the dialogue.
New tools, materials and research methods have been introduced to the
designer whose applied thinking has been essential to the realisation of
the artefacts. It has been said that “For the designer, relinquishing control
to co-author with the material is unusual” (Ginsberg, 2014), and indeed
that is an immediate impediment; at times the mind’s own creativity or
imagination can supersede the metabolic profile of an organism. Yet, with
nature as co-author, the designer’s faculties become so valuable as to
mediate between the creation of viable environments of emergence, and
the conditions of application and theoretical nuance.
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So far, we have been able to prove the viability of bacterial metabolites
to successfully pigment natural fibres. Driven by the demands of scaling-

Figure 9 (a),(b),(c),(d). Fold (experiment 3), 2014, examines how to control
pattern placement as well as increase the surface area that can be dyed within
a fixed format. Credit: Natsai Audrey Chieza.

Figure 10 (a),(b),(c). In vivo dyed 550mm x 550mm silk pongee scarves, 2014.
Credit: Natsai Audrey Chieza.

up production at present and in the future, i.e. design intervention vs.
synthetic biology (though clearly not mutually exclusive), we are now
developing an inquiry into the parameters and objects of scale. We are
pursuing the following lines of thought:

The dimensions of a petri dish render it a perfect vessel to test a
large number of constructs without consuming much space or
resources within the laboratory setting. 200ml of nutrient media
is all that is required to grow a self-replicating batch of pigment
using our protocol. What if a fully constructed garment could be
manipulated and folded to fit into such a vessel to be dyed? Would
this minimise waste and water consumption whilst maximising

2. Furthermore, the application of design industry knowledge could
inform the identity of a fashion collection whilst asserting a unique
aesthetic that cannot otherwise be replicated, even through digital
printing. Issey Miyake’s fashion line Pleats Please is identifiable by
accordion folds that are derived from a process executed both by
hand and mechanisation, with a keen focus on bespoke material
intelligence (Miyake and Kitamura, 2012). Could placing our
science protocol centrally within the realm of design inspire a unique
approach to the craft of textile printing and dyeing by appropriating
living materials whose growing parameters naturally optimise their
efficiency?
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1. Further subverting the notion of “economic contract of
minimums” (Diller, Scofidio and Teyssot, 1994), could the
dimensionality of a 200mm petri dish induce a new standardised
numerical constant to apply a context specific process to the
application of dye and therefore print, on a whole garment? In
other words, could a perceived limitation (standard size of petri
dish) become a design tool, a “by-product of efficiency [which] has
become a new object of desire” (Ibid), whilst also addressing the
unsustainable rate of water consumption and chemical processing of
current industrial textile dyeing and printing?

biomass? Further developing Fold, we are now exploring the
hypothesis that constructing a garment, and employing unique
pattern cutting and folding techniques prior to dyeing in vitro, might
offer a valid solution to the question of scaling-up for industry.

Prompted by Diller & Scofidio’s rationale that process expresses form and
implies deep cultural nuance- a concept well articulated through their
practice of dissident ironing against the ‘aesthetics of efficiency’- the
body of work we are developing in Fold implies that it is this resourceefficient, self-replicating system and its imperial parameters of growth that
ultimately give rise to a new aesthetic language.
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Conclusion
Through Faber Futures we have developed a novel living technology
for dyeing natural fibres that offers real potential in sustainable textile
finishing. The project is demonstrative of how a multi-disciplinary dialogue
has inspired the realisation of a craft process, conceived of and sustained
within a laboratory.
“To truly understand a thing you have to make a version of that thing”,
(Dormer P. 1997)
Research through design is fundamental to the inventive sphere of
biofacture for biodesign. Throughout this enquiry, the designer is
confronted with the routine challenges and limitations that endure as
hallmarks of working with wetware, whilst also negotiating dual parameters
of laboratory-based enquiry vis-à-vis factors of commercialisation. In
contrast to the paradigm of the speculative design probe (which places
emphasis on theory and scenario building), developing working prototypes
renders our research approach more able to elaborate on a path that
is ultimately grounded within the realm of feasible futures. Moreover,
traversing beyond ‘proof of concept’ is to consider the implications of
every part of our protocol, so that we might calibrate our ways of making
to meet the demands of future design and manufacturing ecologies.
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Figure 11 (a), (b). In vivo dyed silk modal t-shirt, 2014.
Credit: Natsai Audrey Chieza.
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